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Abstract 

Norlin, E., 2005. Nitrogen Isotope Analysis of Ammonium and Glycine. Method 
Development for Aqueous Solutions and Soil Extracts. Doctor´s dissertation. 
ISSN 1652-6880, ISBN 91-576-6983-X 
 
Stable isotope techniques can be used as a tool in nitrogen cycling studies of different 
ecosystems. The studies are based on measurement of the heavy (15N)- to- light (14N) 
isotopic ratios of nitrogen in different biospheric pools. Isotope ratio mass spectrometry 
(IRMS) is the most precise technique to use for analysis of nitrogen isotopic ratios. This 
thesis deals with the development of methods for compound-specific nitrogen isotope 
analysis of ammonium and glycine in aqueous solutions and soil extracts using Gas 
Chromatography - Combustion (GC-C) - IRMS. 
 
For ammonium, three different techniques were developed: equilibrium headspace analysis, 
solid phase microextraction (SPME) and the purge and trap (P & T) technique, which were 
all based on conversion of ammonium to ammonia with subsequent separation of ammonia 
for analysis. In the SPME and P & T approaches, custom-made absorbents were used for 
pre-concentration, followed by thermal desorption into the GC-C-IRMS system. For the 
equilibrium headspace technique, high precision measurements of the nitrogen isotopic 
ratio were obtained for concentrations above 420 mg N L-1. With further improvements and 
the use of suitable equipment, the method has the potential to be used for solutions 
containing ammonium in the low mg N L-1 range. The SPME technique increased the 
sensitivity by a factor of ≈ 3 compared to the headspace technique, but was less precise. In 
addition, the Nafion® material used for absorption showed a memory effect in the 
desorption step. With the P & T technique a large variation in the measured isotopic value 
was observed (using solutions containing 2 mg N L-1) which was due to a non-quantitative 
thermal desorption. However, with further improvements, the P & T technique has the 
potential to be used for samples containing below 1.0 µg N, which is a much lower amount 
than that possible with any method used today.  
 
A method for determination of the nitrogen isotopic ratio in free glycine in soil extracts was 
also developed. By a combination of sample pre-concentration and Isotope Dilution Mass 
Spectrometry (IDMS), it was possible to determine isotopic ratio in soil extracts with a 
glycine concentration of only 3 µM (0.042 mg N L-1). The precision obtained was sufficient 
for use with tracer studies and was higher by an order of magnitude than the precision 
obtained with conventional GC-MS.  
 
Key words: nitrogen, stable isotope, isotope ratio mass spectrometry, ammonium, glycine, 
amino acid, solid phase microextraction, purge and trap, headspace analysis. 
 
Author´s adress: Elin Norlin, Department of Forest Ecology, SLU, S-901 83 UMEÅ, 
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Paper I-IV 
This doctoral thesis is based upon the following Papers, hereafter referred to by 
the respective Roman numerals: 
 

I. Norlin, E., Irgum, K. and Ohlsson, K. E. A., 2002. Determination of 
the 15N/14N Ratio of Ammonium and Ammonia in Aqueous 
Solutions by Equilibrium Headspace-Gas Chromatography-
Combustion-Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry. The Analyst 127, 
735-740. 

II. Norlin, E., Irgum, K. and Ohlsson, K. E. A., 2003. Nitrogen Isotope 
Analysis of Ammonium in Aqueous Solutions Using a 
Perflourosulfonated Ionomer Membrane for Solid-Phase 
Microextraction. Rapid Communications in Mass Spectrometry 17, 
936-942. 

III. Norlin, E., Nguyen, D., Ohlsson, K. E. A. and Irgum, K., 2005. 
Development of Sorption Tubes with a Sulfonated Styrene-
Divinylbenzene Copolymer Surface Layer for Use in Nitrogen 
Isotope Analysis of Ammonium and Ammonia. Manuscript. 

IV. Norlin, E., Irgum, K. and Ohlsson, K. E. A., 2005. Nitrogen Isotope 
Analysis of Free Glycine in the Mor Layer of a Forest Soil using 
Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry. Submitted manuscript. 

 
 
Paper I and II are reproduced with kind permission from The Royal Society of 
Chemistry and John Wiley & Sons Ltd, respectively. 
 



Introduction 

This thesis deals with the analysis of stable isotopes of nitrogen within glycine and 
ammonium present in aqueous solutions and soil extracts. In this introduction, 
terms that are important for further understanding of the thesis are explained. 
 
Stable Isotopes 
Two isotopes of the same element have the same number of protons and electrons, 
but differ in the number of neutrons, thus the relative molecular masses are 
different. 
 

An isotope of an element can be either stable or radioactive. Whereas 
radioactive isotopes undergo spontaneous decay with time, stable isotopes do not. 
Only stable isotopes are considered in this thesis. 
 
Natural Abundance 
For the elements H, C, N, O and S, there is one dominating stable isotope (the 
major isotope) and either one or two stable or radioactive isotopes occurring less 
frequently (minor isotopes). The so called natural abundance of an element is the 
composition of its isotopes occurring in nature (Table 1). The variations in natural 
abundance are small, but generally measurable, and depend on processes 
discriminating against isotopes (see section on Isotopic fractionation). 
 
Table 1. Natural abundance (in %) of the two most abundant stable isotopes of different 
elements studied by IRMS. 
 

Compound Major isotope Abundance (AP) Minor isotope Abundance (AP) 
Hydrogen 1H 99.98 2H 0.02 
Carbon 12C 98.89 13C 1.11 
Nitrogen 14N 99.63 15N 0.36 
Oxygen 16O 99.76 18O 0.20 
Sulphur 32S 95.02 34S 4.22 
 
The isotopic composition of a substance can be expressed in different ways (Slater 
et al., 2001); 
 

Atom % (AP) = the abundance of an isotope in percent, 
 

( ) 100
1

⋅
+

=
s

s
S R

RAP  (1) 

 

where R is the molar quotient of heavy to light molecule (isotopic ratio) and the 
subscript s = sample. 
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Enrichment (Atom % excess, APE) = the isotopic abundance in a sample above a 
specified background (b) level, 
 

bS APAPAPE −=  (2) 
 

δ value = the deviation, in per mil, from the internationally accepted primary 
reference material for the specific element, 
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The δ notation has been introduced to express very small variations in the natural 
isotopic composition. For nitrogen, the primary reference material is atmospheric 
air (R=0.0036765), which is known to have a very stable and evenly distributed 
isotopic composition around the world (Mariotti, 1983). 
 
Tracer Studies 
In tracer studies, an isotopically labelled compound is added to the system studied. 
The movement and conversion of the compound can then be studied in time and 
space. The advantage of using an IRMS instrument in such studies is that very 
small differences in the amount of tracer can be measured. Hence, only a small 
amount of tracer needs to be added and the disturbance of the natural system can 
be minimized. 
 

Isotopic Fractionation 
Two isotopes of the same element have slightly different physical and chemical 
properties due to differences in mobility and binding energy of chemical bonds. 
These differences result in a phenomenon called isotopic fractionation (also called 
isotopic discrimination) where small, but usually measurable, deviations from 
natural isotopic abundance can arise in the atom composition of various 
compounds. Generally, the effects of isotopic fractionation are less pronounced for 
molecules with higher molecular masses.  
 

There are two types of isotopic fractionation: kinetic and equilibrium (or 
thermodynamic) fractionation. Kinetic fractionation occurs in one-way processes 
during transition of a compound into another state or into another compound 
(Mook, 2002), and is due to different rates of reaction or gaseous diffusion 
between isotopes. The effect on the isotopic composition of the substrate and the 
product during a reaction in a closed system is illustrated in Figure 1. The product 
becomes heavier as the reaction proceeds and at completion the isotopic ratio of 
the product is identical to the initial isotopic ratio of the reactant. 
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Figure 1. Changes in δ N of substrate and 
product during a reaction in a closed vessel, 
due to kinetic isotopic fractionation.  

15

Reprinted from Högberg (1997) with 
permission. Copyright 1997, Blackwell 
Publishing. 

 

The kinetic isotopic fractionation factor (here called αk to distinguish it from the 
equilibrium fractionation factor), is defined as the ratio between the reaction rates 
of the light (kL) and heavy (kH) isotopes, respectively; 
 

H

L
k k

k
=α  (4) 

 

Equilibrium isotopic fractionation is a two-way process which results in different 
isotopic ratios for two compounds in chemical or physical equilibrium (Mook, 
2002). The equilibrium isotopic fractionation factor, αeq, is defined as: 
 

b

a
eq R

R
=α  (5) 

 

where subscripts a and b represent the two compounds in equilibrium. 
 

The difference, or shift, in isotopic composition between substrate (δS) and 
product (δP) in a reaction can also be expressed as ε, according to; 
 

PS δδε −=  (6) 
 

At isotopic compositions close to natural abundance, a ε value of 5 ‰ corresponds 
approximately to a fractionation factor α, of 1.005. With a positive ε, the product 
is said to be enriched compared to the substrate and with a negative ε, the product 
is depleted. 
 

The likelihood of isotopic fractionation determines sample preparation and other 
analytical procedures. If the kinetic fractionation during a sample preparation step 
is large, the reaction, or diffusion process, needs to go to completion in order to 
obtain a correct estimate of the isotopic ratio. Equilibrium isotopic fractionation is 
easier to correct for using standards of known isotopic composition (e.g. for 15N in 
ammonia in Paper I and 18O in water (Scrimgeour, 1995). 
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Stable Isotope Analysis using Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry 
Very accurate and precise measurements of stable isotope ratios of the elements in 
Table 1 are generally performed with Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (IRMS). 
The IRMS instruments are all of the magnetic sector type, with an electron impact 
(EI) ion source prior to the flight tube, in which the ions are separated according to 
their mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) (Figure 2). 
 

 

 
 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of an IRMS system for nitrogen isotope analysis.  
Reprinted from Mulvaney (1993) with permission. Copyright 1993, Elsevier. 
 

Prior to mass spectrometric detection, all compounds are converted to the gaseous 
state (for example through combustion or pyrolysis), either the preferred elemental 
gases (N2 for nitrogen and H2 for hydrogen), or their gaseous oxides (CO2 for 
carbon and oxygen and SO2 for sulphur).  
 

In comparison to conventional “organic MS”, IRMS gives more precise 
estimates of isotopic ratios due to the total conversion of a sample into simple gas 
molecules and the simultaneous measurement of isotopes with a multiple 
collection system. Mass spectrometers for organic compounds, in addition to 
providing precise determinations of mass numbers, are on the other hand, designed 
to make fast scans (except Time of Flight (TOF) instruments) over a wide range of 
mass numbers and hence providing structural information. In Table 2, the 
principles for IRMS are compared with those of “organic MS”.  
 

Hybrid systems, where the carrier gas flow is split between an organic MS and 
an IRMS, before combustion takes place, provide structural information enabling 
identification of separated compounds as well as giving their isotopic elemental 
ratios (Meier-Augenstein et al., 1994; Meier-Augenstein, 1995; Hall et al., 1999). 

 10
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Table 2. Comparison of a conventional organic GC- MS and a GC-C-IRMS. 
 

 GC-MS GC-C-IRMS 

Type of analyte Complex organic molecules Simple gas molecules 

Resolution (m/Δm) Low (100) to high (>10000) Low (< 100) 

Mass separation system Magnetic sector / quadrupole / 
time of flight (TOF)/ ion-trap Magnetic sector 

Scanning Yes, for all except TOF No 

Detection Single detector 
(electron multiplier) 

Multi-collector 
(2-3 Faraday cups) 

Precision  ≈ 0.3 AP15Na) (850‰) 
≈0.00007 AP15N (0.2 ‰) at 
natural abundanceb)

≈0.0038 (11 ‰) at 3 AP15N b)

Detection limit 0.14-1.4 pg Na) 0.01-0.1 µg N 
a) from Persson and Näsholm (2001) using an ion trap mass sectrometer. 
b) from Prosser (1993)  
 
The limit of detection in IRMS analysis in commonly defined as the amount of the 
element under consideration required to give an isotopic ratio (expressed as a 
mean ± standard deviation, SD, of analytical replicates) of specified precision. The 
development of a new generation of continuous flow (CF) instruments during 
recent decades, where samples are pre-treated on-line and presented to the mass 
spectrometer using a stream of helium, has resulted in a revolution in the use of 
IRMS analysis in ecological research. The isotopic ratios of analytes present at 
very low concentrations can now be estimated and the throughput of samples has 
increased substantially. 
 

There are different types of IRMS systems depending on the type of sample 
introduction system and/or the method of conversion to light gases. The dual inlet 
(DI) configuration gives the highest precision in isotope ratio measurements (SD 
<0.1‰ for 13C and 15N at natural abundance). Such precision is obtained by 
making repeated comparisons between the sample and a reference gas in each run. 
The drawbacks are low sample throughput and the amount of manual work 
required by off-line preparation procedures. The DI technique was not used for the 
work presented in this thesis. 
 

The CF-IRMS systems were developed in order to obtain faster and more 
automated instruments. They are all based on on-line conversion of analytes into 
light gases in a stream of helium prior to detection. With the proper use of 
reference materials, the precision obtained is only slightly lower (SD ≈ 0.2 ‰) 
than that for the DI configuration. The precision of CF-IRMS systems is highest 
for natural abundance work making them suitable for many ecological applications 
where high precision is required. In the following sections, three types of CF-
IRMS systems will be described: Elemental analysis (EA)-IRMS, gas 
chromatography (GC)-IRMS and liquid chromatography (LC)-IRMS. 
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Elemental Analysis-IRMS 
The interfacing of an elemental analyser with an IRMS was first described in 1983 
for nitrogen (Preston and Owens, 1983) and a few years later the first commercial 
instrument was available (Barrie and Prosser, 1996). The principle is 
schematically: 
 

Sample introduction → Chemical conversion → GC separation → IRMS 
 

A sample of either a solid (typically 2 mg) or a small volume of non-volatile liquid 
(typically 2 µL) is placed in a capsule, usually made of tin, and introduced into an 
elemental analyser (EA) where it is combusted. Thereafter, the combustion 
products are transported through a reduction furnace (where NOx is reduced to N2) 
and a water trap, followed by a CO2-trap (in nitrogen analysis only) and a packed 
GC column (separates N2 and CO2) before the sample is carried into the IRMS. 
Nitrogen and carbon can be analysed in the same run. 
 

Since the chemical conversion takes place before separation, bulk isotopic ratios 
in the sample are obtained. The minimum amount needed for accurate and precise 
analysis of nitrogen varies depending on instrument manufacturer, but is typically 
about 50-100 µg N. If the ratio of a specific compound is to be analysed with this 
technique, then the compound must be isolated from the bulk matrix prior to 
analysis. An example of such an approach is analysis of ammonium in liquid 
samples after diffusion into an acid trap (e.g. Brooks et al. (1989), among others), 
see later in the thesis. 
 
Gas Chromatography-IRMS 
The principle of GC –IRMS is: 
 

Sample introduction → GC separation → Chemical conversion → IRMS 
 

Here the chemical conversion takes place after the separation step, and hence the 
isotopic ratio of individual compounds in the GC effluent can be obtained. This 
process is also called compound specific isotope analysis (CSIA; Brand et al., 
1994). 
 

The hyphenated technique based on the use of a conventional capillary GC in 
series with combustion and IRMS detection is referred to by several names in the 
literature; GC – Combustion – IRMS (GC-C-IRMS), isotope ratio monitoring GC-
MS (irmGC-MS) and CSIA. It was first described in 1978 by Matthews and 
Hayes. The use of GC-C-IMRS for CSIA of nitrogen (mainly amino acids) gained 
popularity about ten years ago (Merritt and Hayes, 1994; Preston and Slater, 1994; 
Brand et al., 1994). The term GC-C-IRMS will be used in this thesis and it is also 
the technique used in Papers I-IV. 
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Figure 3. The GC-C-IRMS system used in Papers I-IV in this thesis 
 
A small volume (µL) of sample is either injected as a liquid (organic solvent) or as 
a gas into the GC. After separation in the GC column, it passes through an 
oxidation column, a Nafion® water trap, a reduction column, and a CO2-trap 
before it enters the IRMS (Figure 3, also includes system details). The two last 
stages before detection, reduction and CO2 trapping, are used in 15N studies only. 
The low flow rates used in the GC – C – IRMS system are more compatible with 
the low pressures in the MS compared to the higher flow rates in EA-IRMS. Thus, 
a larger part of the gas flow is directed into the MS meaning that a much smaller 
amount of analyte can be injected without compromising analytical precision. 
Detection limits vary depending on instrument manufacturer, for nitrogen, values 
around 0.1 µg N are commonly reported, but values as low as 0.014 µg have been 
published (SD=0.1-1.0 ‰; Metges et al., 1996). The sensitivity of a GC - C – 
IRMS system is, however, lower compared to a GC – MS mostly because of the 
very low abundance of the minor isotope for light elements, which then limits the 
analysis. In part, the lower sensitivity is also due to the different conversion steps 
prior to the IRMS, (e.g., oxidation and reduction); these contribute significantly to 
the band broadening of the analyte, i.e. the pulse of analyte gas along the stream of 
helium gas becomes more diffuse, due to disturbances in the flow when the tubing 
diameter in changed. The connectors between the different columns, traps etc. also 
constitute risks for leaks, which increase the background signal in nitrogen 
analysis. 
 

The introduction of the GC-C-IRMS technique makes it possible to perform 
compound-specific isotope analysis of single organic molecules like amino acids 
(after derivatization, if necessary, to increase their volatility), as has been 
described in several papers, e.g. by Matthews and Hayes (1978). 
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A packed GC column coupled to an IRMS can be used for analysis of atmospheric 
gases, for example CO2, N2, N2O and CH4, and has a wide range of applications in 
environmental research such as soil respiration and denitrification studies. 
 
Liquid chromatography- IRMS 
A few articles have been published describing the coupling of a liquid 
chromatograph to an IRMS. The very first attempts used a moving belt technique 
(Caimi and Brenna, 1993), or a thermo-spray/particle beam interface (Teffera et 
al., 1996), to remove the solvent before sample introduction into the IRMS for 13C 
analysis. These two techniques are the only means by which the organic solvent 
can be fully removed, an important aspect for 13C analysis. Recently, the first 
commercial LC-IRMS instrument was introduced. It is designed for 13C analysis 
only and is based on chemical oxidation to CO2, directly in the liquid phase, 
followed by a gas separator prior to the IRMS (Krummen et al., 2004). 
 

Nitrogen versus Carbon Isotope Analysis 
Carbon isotope analysis is, by far, more frequently performed than nitrogen 
isotope analysis. This is mostly due to the smaller diversity of organic compounds 
which contain nitrogen. However, analysis of nitrogen isotopes is also, for many 
reasons, more challenging than analysis of carbon isotopes (Brand et al., 1994; 
Barrie and Prosser, 1996); (i) In most organic molecules the abundance of nitrogen 
(< 10 %) is generally less than of carbon (> 60 %). For example, amino acids 
contain between 2 and 11 carbon atoms, but only 1-4 nitrogen atoms (commonly 
only one). (ii) Nitrogen is detected as N2, requiring two nitrogen atoms per gas 
molecule, while carbon is detected as CO2, hence requiring only one atom per gas 
molecule. (iii) The ionization efficiency in the mass spectrometer is lower for N2, 
than for CO2. (iv) The natural abundance of the heavier isotope is higher for 
carbon compared to nitrogen. (v) Incomplete combustion can lead to interference 
from CO at m/z 28 (the mass of N2), and finally (vi) the higher abundance of N2 in 
the air constitutes a contamination risk. 
 

For an organic molecule containing 5 wt % N and 60 wt % C, a 50 times higher 
amount of sample is needed for N than for C to obtain a comparable signal at the 
minor ion current (Brand et al., 1994). On the other hand, analysis of nitrogen has 
advantages over analysis of carbon; (i) Nitrogen is not normally incorporated 
during derivatization of non-volatile compounds prior to gas chromatographic 
analysis, thus the procedure for correction of isotope dilution, required for 13C 
analysis, can be omitted and (ii) there is no interference due to column bleeding 
during the analysis. 
 
Use of Nitrogen Stable Isotopes in Ecological Research 
The abundance of 15N shows natural variation in different biospheric pools due to 
isotopic fractionation in different chemical and physical processes. Typically the 
deviation of biological samples from the ratio in atmospheric N has a narrow 
range of between –0.0040 to +0.0060 atom % (≈ -10‰ to +20 ‰) (Högberg, 
1997). The use of stable isotope analysis constitutes a unique possibility to study 



these processes in different ecosystems, as well as in other fields such as 
physiology and forensic science. Reviews by Handley and Raven (1992) and 
Högberg (1997) give detailed information about different processes leading to 
nitrogen isotopic fractionation in soil-plant systems. As an example, Simpson et 
al. (1999) demonstrated that compound-specific nitrogen analysis of amino acids 
could be used as an indicator of former land use. 
 

15N tracer studies, where 15N-labelled compounds and their reaction products are 
monitored, can also be used to study processes and mechanisms of nitrogen 
cycling in ecosystems. For example, pool dilution experiments have been used to 
study turnover rates of inorganic nitrogen pools in different soils (e.g. Davidson et 
al., 1991). In other tracer experiments, the use of both 13C- and 15N- labelled 
glycine in field trials has been used to show that glycine can be taken up by 
different plants in its intact form (Näsholm et al., 1998) and that it is used directly 
by micro organisms in the soil (Barraclough, 1997).  

 
Methodology for 15N Analysis in Soil 
Correctly designed field or laboratory experiments are important when studying 
nitrogen isotopes in soils. However, besides this, there is also a need for precise 
and accurate analytical methods. Formerly off-line preparation techniques, where 
the species of interest are separated from a matrix, combined with on- or off-line 
oxidation and IRMS detection, were the dominant procedures for nitrogen isotope 
analysis of individual compounds. During recent decades, the use of the GC-C-
IRMS technique for compound-specific isotope analysis has become more 
prevalent. In Figure 4, generalised sample preparation schedules for off- and on-
line (GC-C-IRMS) separation for nitrogenous compound analysis of a soil sample 
are presented. 
 

Conversion into volatile compound

GC separation of several analytes

IRMS detection

Removal of interfering compounds + pre-

concentration

Removal of interfering compounds + pre-

concentration

+ -

Injection into GC-C-IRMS-C-

Oxidation to N
22

Off-line separation- On-line separation-

Oxidation to N2

IRMS detection

Isolation of the single analyte from

the matrix + pre-concentration-

Soil sample

Extraction

 
 
Figure 4. Outline sample preparation schemes for nitrogen CSIA of soils. 
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When the soil is sampled, a suitable extraction technique must be chosen for the 
compound(s) under consideration. Different extraction techniques were not 
evaluated in this thesis, but are briefly discussed. Individual nitrogenous 
compounds in forest soil are usually present in very low concentrations, this fact 
in combination with the relatively lower sensitivity in IRMS analysis (compared to 
other detection techniques like Flame Ionization Detection (FID) and organic MS) 
and a complex sample matrix makes sample preparation complicated. Sample 
preparation and the inherent risks of isotopic fractionation at the different stages is 
often the greatest limitation on the analytical performance of IRMS (Meier-
Augenstein, 2004). In the papers on which this thesis is based, some of these steps 
were studied, including pre-concentration (Papers II-IV) and removal of 
interfering substances during sample preparation (Paper IV).  
 
Objectives 
The specific objectives within this thesis are: 

• To develop analytical methods for nitrogen CSIA for ammonium in 
aqueous solutions (with the extension to soil extracts), using GC-C-IRMS 
(Papers I, II and III). 

• To develop a method for nitrogen CSIA for the free glycine pool in soils, 
using GC-C-IRMS (Paper IV). 

• To develop procedures using new materials for sample preparation and 
pre-concentration prior to GC-C-IRMS analysis, and to evaluate their 
effects on the measured isotopic ratio (Papers (II and III). 

 
 

Extraction of Nitrogen Species from Soil 
Samples 

Traditional extraction and sample preparation techniques used for quantitative 
analysis of nitrogenous compounds in soils (see The Soil Science Society of 
America book series “Methods of Soil Analysis” (Bartels, 1996) for accounts of 
the most common methods) have also been applied to nitrogen isotope analysis of 
compounds. Individual nitrogenous compounds that are not bound into polymeric 
structures such as peptides are usually extracted from soils with an aqueous 
solution followed by filtration of the soil solution slurry. The procedures used for 
extraction ideally should not alter the composition of the sample, which for 
isotope analysis also includes preservation of the isotopic ratios of species of 
interest. However, there is no guarantee that the δ15N in the pool extracted does 
exactly reflect the δ15N pool in the soil. Lindau and Spalding (1984) found a +6.2 
‰ shift in the δ15N of nitrate when increasing the soil-to-extractant ratio from 1:1 
to 1:10.  
 

Although the studies covered in this thesis have not been focused on extraction 
methods, the procedures used for extraction of ammonium and glycine from soils 
are briefly discussed below. 
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Liquid Extraction 
Ammonium in soil consists of fixed and exchangeable fractions. The latter is the 
more active pool in soil – plant interactions and includes ammonium that is free in 
the soil solution or bound to negatively charged soil particles by ionic attraction. 
Exchangeable ammonium is commonly extracted using a KCl solution. A 
concentration of 2 M and a soil-to-extractant ratio of 1:10 has been shown to 
quantitatively remove exchangeable ammonium from different soil types (Bremner 
and Keeney, 1966) by a cation exchange mechanism. 
 

As part of the method development described in Papers I and II, simulated soil 
extracts were prepared using a 4 M KCl solution because this higher salt 
concentration was shown to increase the sensitivity of the methods presented. 
However, it has been reported that even highest analytical quality KCl salt may be 
contaminated by NH4

+ at concentrations sufficient for significant alteration of 
ammonium nitrogen isotopic composition in liquid extracts. The NH4

+ 
concentration is not consistent between different lot numbers from the same 
manufacturer and therefore should be checked before the salt is used for low 
concentration work.  
 

Free amino acids (FAA) in soils are here defined as AA that appear freely in soil 
solution or that are loosely bound to soil organic or particulate matter and are not 
bound in peptides or other organic compounds. There is no generally accepted 
extraction technique for FAA. Extraction with 20 % ethanol (Gilbert and Altman, 
1966), as well as water (Paul and Schmidt, 1960), has been reported to be efficient 
for acidic and neutral FAA. For basic FAA, both Ba(OH)2 and NH4OAc were 
more efficient as extraction solutions (Paul and Schmidt, 1960). For some FAA, 
the use of Ba(OH)2 gave a recovery in excess of 100 % for ‘spiked’ soils, 
indicating possible hydrolysis of peptides during sample preparation. Both carbon 
tetrachloride (Sowden and Ivarson, 1966) and 2 M KCl (Jones et al., 2002) are 
suspected of decomposing microbial cells or other cellular materials during 
extraction. Ivarson and Sowden (1969) suggested that water would probably give 
the best estimate of FAA under natural conditions, due to the risk of contribution 
from protein-bound AA when using other extractants. Water was also the 
extractant used in Paper IV. 
 
Centrifugation 
Centrifugation of the soil can give time-specific estimates of the concentrations of 
different chemical species in the soil solution. Monreal and McGill (1985) found 
that the centrifugation procedure did not destroy microbial cells, thus making it 
useful for extraction of FAA in the soil solution. Compared to zero-tension 
lysimetry, Giesler et al. (1996) concluded that centrifugation might better reflect 
the plant-available concentrations in the soil solution. For the method development 
work for free glycine analysis in Paper IV, centrifugation was also used as well as 
water extraction. 
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Nitrogen Compound Specific Isotope Analysis 

Ammonium and glycine, the compounds that are dealt with in this thesis, have 
differing chemical properties. Consequently, different approaches were used for 
nitrogen isotope analysis of the two species in liquid matrices and therefore they 
are treated in separate chapters in the thesis. 
 

In the literature, the term CSIA is used for isotope analysis of individual 
compounds after separation by GC (Brand et al., 1994). In this chapter the term is 
used also for off-line methods for ammonium since they are, in fact, compound 
specific. 
 
Ammonium 
Ammonium is an interesting species for several reasons. Firstly, it is one of the 
main nitrogen species taken up by plants in both marine and terrestrial ecosystems. 
Secondly, in traditional soil analysis, most nitrogen pools in organic material are 
converted to ammonium by Kjeldahl digestion (H2SO4) prior to purification 
(distillation) and quantification (Hauk et al., 1994). A method for isotope analysis 
of ammonium is therefore applicable to several soil nitrogen pools.  
 

For quantification of total nitrogen, soil is directly digested, while hydrolyzable 
N fractions being released by treatment with hot HCl (usually 6 M) and thereafter 
separated into total hydrolyzable N (by digestion + distillation), amino acid N (by 
ninhydrin treatment + digestion + distillation) and the ammonium and ammonium 
+ amino sugar (by distillation at different pH values). The concentration of other 
N fractions can be inferred by subtraction. Nitrate can be reduced to ammonium 
by the use of Devarda´s alloy (50 % Cu, 45 % Al, 5 % Zn), which has also been 
used in 15N studies (O´Deen, 1980). 
 

Due to the high sensitivity of different wet chemical methods, these are 
commonly used for quantification of ammonium in low-concentration samples. 
The classical indophenol blue method uses a reaction between ammonium and 
phenol, in the presence of hypochlorite, followed by spectrophotometric detection. 
The reaction and detection can either be performed manually or using an 
automated Flow Injection System (FIA). Detection limits around 10 µg L-1 are 
reported for routine laboratories and only a few mL of sample are required for FIA 
analysis.  
 



15N Analysis of Ammonium with Off-line Separation 
Various off-line sample preparation techniques have been used for compound-
specific isotope analysis of ammonium. As shown in Figure 4, the following steps 
are generally included: (i) Off-line separation from the liquid matrix and pre-
concentration, (ii) Conversion (oxidation) to N2, and (iii) IRMS detection. 
 

Separation from the liquid matrix is either based on ion exchange (e.g. Lehmann 
et al., 2001), derivatization (Johnston et al., 2003) or phase-transfer. Phase 
transfer is performed by conversion of ammonium into ammonia followed by 
steam distillation (e.g. Buresh, 1982) or by diffusion (e.g. Brooks et al., 1989) into 
an acid trap. The steam distillation and diffusion procedures are described in detail 
by Mulvaney (1993). It is not possible to use the ion exchange approach with 2 M 
KCl soil extracts due to their high concentration of potassium ions, but all the 
other approaches have been successfully used. Since the diffusion technique is the 
most common technique for separation of ammonium from the matrix prior to 
isotope analysis nowadays, it is described more in detail below. 
 

There are three principal steps in the diffusion technique: (i) the pH of the 
aqueous sample is increased in order to convert ammonium to ammonia, (ii) 
ammonia is diffused from the sample into an acidified trap, e.g. an acidified filter 
paper hanging above the surface (e.g. Brooks et al., 1989) or an acidified filter 
paper enclosed in PTFE film (e.g. Sörensen and Jensen, 1991) in a closed vessel 
and finally (iii) after diffusion is complete, the trap is analysed, usually as a solid 
sample using EA-IRMS. A schematic picture of the diffusion is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 

Acidified trap
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Figure 5. Schematic picture of the diffusion technique used for isolation of ammonium 
(after conversion to ammonia) from a liquid matrix prior to nitrogen isotope analysis, using 
an acidified filter paper hanging above the surface as trap. 
 
Incomplete recovery in the diffusion process has been reported, a problem more 
commonly reported for solutions with low nitrogen content (O´Deen, 1980) and 
also for large diffusion volumes (O´Deen, 1979; Saghir, 1993), however the 
relationship between recovery and measured isotopic ratio has not been clarified. 
The minimum concentration for soil extracts analysed using the diffusion 
technique was about 0.5 mg N L-1 (Kelly et al., 1991; Stark and Hart, 1996), but 
for seawater samples, Holmes et al (1998) have successfully diffused up to 4 litres 
of samples at a concentration of only 0.007 mg N L-1.  
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The precision reported for the different separation techniques is generally high, 
with SD <0.3 ‰ being reported for the ion exchange method and 0.23 ‰ for the 
derivatization procedure (both at natural abundance concentrations). The diffusion 
and distillation techniques are less commonly used for natural abundance work, 
but SDs around 2-3 ‰ have been reported for diffusion (Brook et al., 1989) and 
the distillation was reported to give a precision which was slightly worse when 
comparing the two techniques (Adamsen and Reeder, 1983). 
 

Irrespective of the sample preparation technique used, it is the IRMS 
instrumentation per se which determines the minimum amount of nitrogen 
required for analysis, and with the EA-IRMS approximately 50-100 µg of N is 
needed for high precision estimates of the isotopic ratio. The concentration of 
ammonium varies among KCl soil extracts, but an average value of 0.46 mg N L-1 
has been reported for different soil types in Ireland (Jones, et al., 2002). They also 
reported values below 0.3 mg N L-1 for some sites. Hence, for the off-line methods 
described above, ≈ 150-300 mL of extract are needed, a sample volume which is 
too large for most distillation systems and also problematic for diffusion. 
 

Improvements to relevant instrumentation are, therefore, of interest. Fry et al. 
(1996) presented a cryoflow system to be used with an EA-IRMS system where 
the gases produced after combustion were separated by the use of different traps 
and volatilized into the IRMS one by one at a much lower flow rate. Fry et al. 
(1996) successfully worked with samples containing < 0.03 mg N L-1, reporting 
good reproducibility for routine analysis of samples containing as little as 50 
nanomoles of C, S and N (0.7 µg N). They also performed analysis of δ15N in 
ammonium after diffusion from a 50 mL liquid sample containing only 1.4 µg N. 
However, no such commercial system is currently available. 
 

Due to the much smaller amount of nitrogen needed for isotope analysis using 
GC-C-IRMS, and also due to the on-line separation provided, the possibilities to 
use this technique for ammonium were evaluated (Papers I-III). 
 

15N Analysis of Ammonium by GC-C-IRMS (Papers I-III) 
As mentioned previously, wet chemical methods are the most sensitive for 
quantification of ammonium. Hence, gas chromatographic analysis of ammonium 
(after derivatization) is only used for 15N isotope analysis. In the GC methods 
described here for measuring 15N enrichment of ammonium, conventional organic 
mass spectrometry has been used for detection. Bengtsson and Bergwall (2000) 
measured 15N enrichment in ammonium from soil after conversion to 
pentafluorobenzamide, a derivatization technique described by Fujihara et al. 
(1986). The derivatization technique worked even for samples of high ionic 
strength. Fluoro-compounds have been shown to irreversibly damage the 
oxidation column in GC-C-IRMS (Meier-Augenstein, 1997), however, by 
observing the performance of the oxidation column and replacing it before the end 
of its lifetime, fluoro-compounds may be analysed. Preston et al. (1996) formed 
indophenol by reacting ammonium with phenol. Indophenol was then extracted 
out of the solution (sea water) with a C18 extraction disc, dried and further 
derivatized to bis(trimethylsilyl)-indophenol and subjected to 15N analysis. The 



derivatization introduced a large amount of carbon (18 carbon atoms per 
molecule), which constitutes a risk for incomplete combustion in a GC-C-IRMS 
system. Also, the procedure has been evaluated for natural abundance with IRMS 
detection and was found to perform poorly (Johnston et al., 2003). 
 

In Papers I-III in this thesis, the same phase-transfer principle as used in the 
diffusion and distillation procedures described above, namely conversion of 
ammonium to ammonia, was used in combination with headspace analysis of 
ammonia for nitrogen isotope analysis. The headspace technique was used as a 
direct technique (Paper I) and in combination with different materials for pre-
concentration (Papers II and III). Ammonia gas has previously been successfully 
analysed for 15N by GC-C-IRMS with a detection limit around 0.16 µg of N (Lauf 
and Gebauer, 1998). 
 
Equilibrium Headspace Sampling 
In equilibrium (also called static) headspace (HS) analysis, the headspace gas 
volume is that above a liquid sample in a sealed container (Kolb and Ettre, 1997). 
The analytes are allowed to equilibrate between the liquid and the head space gas, 
an equilibrium which can be described by the dimensionless Henry´s law constant 
according to: 
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where CS and CG (both in moles L-1) are the concentrations of a compound in the 
sample (usually liquid, but can also be a solid) and gas phase, respectively, and γs 
is the activity coefficient of the analyte in the condensed phase. After equilibrium 
is reached, an aliquot (typically 25-250 µL with split-less injection) of the 
headspace gas is injected into a GC system and the concentration in the sample 
can be quantified from the equation above.  
 

Equilibrium headspace analysis with GC-C-IRMS has been used for 13C (Slater 
et al., 1999; Ahad et al., 2000) and 2H (Ward et al., 2000) in organic contaminants 
and 13C in dissolved organic carbon (Miyajima et al., 1995), but was firstly 
reported for 15N in Paper I in this thesis. An advantage of using headspace analysis 
with GC-C-IRMS is that a gas sample without extraneous C is injected into the 
GC, hence saving the oxidation column from the risk of unnecessary carbon 
exposure, which otherwise rapidly reduces the oxidation potential of the NiO 
packing material. In addition, large amounts of carbon also plug the liquid 
nitrogen CO2-trap used in nitrogen isotope analysis. 
 

The sensitivity of headspace analysis is inversely proportional to the KH value, 
consequently isotope analysis or general quantification of volatile organic 
compounds is the dominant application for headspace analysis. However, for 
readily soluble compounds with high KH values, (e.g. ammonia, see Hales and 
Drewes (1979) and Dasgupta and Dong (1986)), the sensitivity can be improved 
by optimisation of factors such as gas:liquid ratio (β), equilibration temperature 
(T) and salt concentration (affects γs) (Kolb and Ettre, 1997). In Paper I, the 
concentration of ammonia in the gas phase was maximised for equilibrium 
headspace analysis of ammonium in simulated soil extracts, the ammonium in 
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solution being completely converted to ammonia by increasing solution pH. It was 
shown that a high salt concentration in combination with a high temperature and a 
low β should preferably be used, which is in agreement with the conditions 
favouring headspace analysis of aliphatic amines in aqueous samples (Maris et al., 
1999). 
 

Thermodynamic isotopic fractionation of analytes can occur between the 
dissolved fraction and the fraction present in the gas phase. However, a 
thermodynamic isotopic fractionation is constant under given laboratory 
conditions (temperature, etc.) and can be corrected for by using standards with 
known isotopic composition. In Paper I, the liquid: gas equilibrium isotopic 
fractionation factor (αeq=Rliquid/Rgas, where R=15N/14N) for ammonia was 
determined to 1.0054±0.0007, which is in agreement with previously determined 
values (Thode, 1945; Kirshenbaum et al., 1947), but with a higher precision.  
 

Ammonia shows a larger liquid:gas isotopic fractionation than other compounds 
studied such as inorganic C, for example, Miyajima, et al. (1995) reported a 
fractionation factor of 1.0011 for δ13C in dissolved inorganic carbon in water. 
Generally, organic molecules show an isotopic fractionation factor below 1 in the 
equilibrium between liquid and gas phases, showing that fraction in the gas phase 
is enriched, a phenomenon, called the “inverse isotope effect”. Equilibrium 
fractionation factors (αeq) of 0.9991 and 0.9987 have been reported for carbon in 
trichloroethylene (TCE) and dichloromethane, respectively (Huang et al., 1999). 
However, Slater et al. (1999) did not see a statistically significant enrichment of 
13C in the gaseous phase when performing headspace analysis of toluene and TCE.  
 

When performing nitrogen isotope analysis, there is always a risk of 
contamination from atmospheric nitrogen. Although a gas-tight syringe was used 
for injection of the gaseous ammonia and the headspace in the sample tubes was 
purged with helium before conversion of ammonium to ammonia (Paper I), small 
traces of nitrogen gas were always co-injected with the ammonia. A complete 
separation between ammonia and nitrogen in the gas chromatographic step was 
therefore important and was achieved using a PoraPLOT Amines capillary 
column. This column is specially designed for separation of ammonia and volatile 
amines and has also been used for headspace analysis of C1-C4 aliphatic amines 
(Maris, et al., 1999). The method in Paper I has obvious potential to be extended 
to include 15N analysis of both ammonia and amines in the same chromatographic 
run. 
 

The precision obtained for ammonia at natural abundance (Paper I; SD ≈ 0.6 ‰ 
for experimental replicates) with only 0.9 µg of N injected (in 250 µL headspace 
gas), was high and comparable to the precision obtained using off-line preparation 
techniques. The method was also used for more enriched ammonium standards 
with promising results. However, the liquid concentration of ammonium required 
to give a stable and precise value in the isotopic ratio estimate was 420 mg L-1, (30 
mM) which is too high to be used for forest soil sample extracts, but may be of use 
for agricultural soils and also for Kjeldahl extracts and in studies of ammonia 
volatilization from manure (Sommer and Olesen, 2000).  
A theoretical discussion of how to increase further the sensitivity of equilibrium 
headspace analysis was included in Paper I, showing that the “full evaporation 
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technique” (FET; the whole headspace volume injected into the GC, preferably 
with a high β value) can be used for samples with an ammonia concentration in 
the low mg L-1 range. This is in the same concentration range as that required for 
the diffusion technique, but a smaller sample volume is needed for FET. This 
technique would require a large volume injector and a cold trap to reduce the band 
broadening which occurs during injection. The injection of large amounts may 
also lead to blocking of the cold trap by condensation of the co-injected water 
vapour. However, with an aqueous sample at 80 °C, an injection time of several 
minutes can be used before a cold trap with 0.53 mm i.d. becomes plugged (Kolb 
and Ettre, 1997). 
 

Dynamic headspace analysis can also be used to increase the sensitivity relative 
to that of the static headspace technique. It involves purging of the sample, 
cryogenic trapping of analyte(s) from the purge gas flow, and subsequent release 
onto the GC column. Dynamic headspace analysis has, for example, been used for 
carbon isotope analysis of dissolved chlorinated ethenes (Morrill et al., 2004). For 
these analytes, the isotopic fractionation between liquid and gas phase was smaller 
than the measurement uncertainty and accordingly the measured ratio was 
independent of purging efficiency. For ammonia, on the other hand, an isotopic 
fractionation is expected and a quantitative recovery during purging is more 
important. However, for compounds with a high KH value, the rate at which they 
are purged out of solution is slow. A purge time of 3 hours was needed to 
quantitatively purge ammonia (0.2-2 mg L-1 range tested) out of a solution volume 
of 5 mL at 10 mL min-1 for a sample kept at 90 °C (Paper III). Besides the 
inconvenience of only running one sample every 3 hours, the cryo-trap will 
quickly become plugged by condensation of the associated water vapour. Other 
ways to increase the sensitivity in headspace analysis were evaluated in Papers II 
and III, and these are described in the following chapters of this thesis. 
 
Solid Phase Microextraction 
Solid Phase Micro Extraction (SPME) is an extraction technique which was first 
described in 1990 for volatile organic compounds in water (Arthur and Pawliszyn, 
1990) and commercially produced syringe and fibre assemblies became available 
in 1992. It is based on absorption or adsorption of one or several analytes from a 
gaseous or liquid phase onto a coated fused silica fibre, followed by thermal 
desorption in a GC injection port. Complete extraction from the sample matrix is 
not necessary (Arthur and Pawliszyn, 1990). A schematic picture is shown in 
Figure 6. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Exposure of an SPME fibre to the headspace above a liquid 
sample. The fibre is thereafter thermally desorbed in the GC injection port. 
Republished with permission from Supelco, a subsidiary of the Sigma-
Aldrich Corporation. 
 

 
The amount absorbed onto the fibre is dependent on the concentration in the 
sample. When absorbing from the headspace above a liquid, the fibre-sample 
partition coefficient, Kfs, is a combination of the Henry´s law constant, KH, and the 
and the fibre-gas partitioning coefficient Kfg; 
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The concentrating effect of properly selected fibres means that analytical 
sensitivity is higher than that of direct injection of headspace gases. Like the 
equilibrium headspace technique, SPME is suitable for GC-C-IRMS analysis since 
the analytes are extracted, concentrated and injected without the use of solvent. 
Apart from the isotopic fractionation which can occur for analytes in the 
equilibrium between liquid and gas phases, the SPME absorption step may 
introduce further fractionation in the phase partitioning between the gas and fibre 
for the compounds studied. 
 

The coatings of commercially-produced SPME fibres available for selective 
trapping of analytes are non- or slightly-polar, suitable for use with compounds 
with similar properties, preferably dissolved in polar solvents. Consequently, the 
first work using SPME in combination with GC-C-IRMS dealt with measurement 
of 13C at natural isotopic abundance levels in organic acids and hydrocarbons from 
aqueous solutions (Dias and Freeman, 1997). More recent publications are sparse, 
but do occur, for example chlorinated compounds and flavours have been analysed 
for 13C (Dayan et al., 1999; Hunkeler and Aravena, 2000; Goupry et al., 2000), 
alcohols analysed for 13C and 18O (Aguilar-Cisneros et al., 2002) and tert-butyl 
ether analysed for 2H (Gray et al., 2002). 
 

In 1998, Górecki et al. extended the field of applications for SPME by using a 
fibre coated with a perfluorinated membrane (Nafion®). It was superior to the 
commercial coatings for analysis of polar compounds (like alcohols and water) in 
non-polar matrices, but also suitable for the most polar compounds (like methanol) 
in water. In the absence of commercially-available polar coatings suitable for 
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nitrogen isotope analysis of ammonia SPME assemblies were constructed, using 
metal capillary tubing and optical fibres which were coated with Nafion®, in-
house (Paper II). Paper II deals with both the construction and evaluation of the 
SPME assemblies produced in-house. The hypothesis was that Nafion® would act 
as an acid trap, where the sulphonate groups in its matrix and the ammonia 
molecule form an ammonium salt, a reaction which is reversed in the GC injection 
port by increasing the temperature (thermal desorption). 
 

The fibres were initially evaluated for ammonia gas and an isotopic fractionation 
factor about 1.01 was found between the ammonia absorbed in the fibre and 
ammonia in the gas phase within a gas concentration range of 21-210 µM. A gas 
phase concentration of 21 µM resulted in desorption of 0.5 µg of N, which was 
considered to be the limit of detection for N isotope analysis. When absorbing 
from a liquid sample, an initial concentration of 140 mg N L-1 (10 mM) was 
needed in order to detect 0.5 µg, which is 3 times more sensitive than the 
equilibrium headspace technique in Paper I. However, the precision obtained was 
worse (SD= 1.8-4.0 ‰ for 140-700 mg N L-1). Unfortunately, the fractionation 
factor between liquid and fibre could not be determined, since no isotopically 
calibrated ammonia was available, but a value lower than the 1.01 reported 
between fibre and gas is expected, since ammonia in equilibrium between a liquid 
and a gaseous phase show an isotopic depletion in the gaseous phase (reported in 
Paper I).  
 

However, the fractionation factor obtained for ammonia between fibre and gas is 
large compared to the fractionation factors below 1.001 reported for 13C when 
applying SPME and GC-C-IRMS to toluene, methylcyclohexane, hexanol, (Dias 
and Freeman, 1997) and chlorinated methanes, ethanes and ethenes (Hunkeler and 
Aravena, 2000).  
 

In Paper II, the Nafion® fibre was also evaluated for absorption from one single 
droplet. Liu and Dasgupta (1995) found that an acidified liquid droplet was a good 
trap for the sampling of ammonia from an air sample and it could, therefore, 
potentially be used as the acid trap when diffusing ammonia from a liquid sample. 
The intention in Paper II was to use the SPME procedure as the last step after 
diffusion of ammonia into an acid droplet. This would then reduce the amount of 
ammonium needed compared to direct SPME absorption from a liquid sample. 
The isotopic ratio for five replicates, containing only ≈ 5.6-7 µg N at natural 
isotopic abundance, was measured with high precision (SD = 0.8 ‰). These pilot 
experiments were promising and led to further investigations. 
 

Besides the experiments presented in Paper II, single droplets of standard 
ammonia solutions, containing different amounts of N (7.5-50 µg) and of differing 
isotopic compositions (57-4800 ‰) were used for absorption, according to the 
procedure described in Paper II (“Absorption from a droplet”). The use of 
enriched solutions led to the finding that there was a memory effect in the fibres, 
which affected the measured isotopic value for the next sample. This phenomenon 
was not found when working at natural abundance in Paper II. An explanation 
could be that the Nafion® matrix changes in structure when its water content is 
reduced below ≈ 20 % (v/v), leading to isolated ionic zones in the interior of the 
fibre material (Gebel, 2000). Most probably this occurred at the high temperature 
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(175 °C) used in the thermal desorption step, and ammonia was trapped in these 
isolated zones. Neither an increase nor a decrease of the desorption temperature 
increased the yield of ammonia  in the desorption process.  
 

No trace of the enriched ammonia remained following acid washing of the 
Nafion® fibres by boiling in 1 M H2SO4 for one hour, this was confirmed by an 
accurately measured isotopic value from the subsequent absorption. Since most of 
the absorbed ammonia was trapped within the matrix and not desorbed by heat it 
was found that at least 30 µg N was required in the droplet. The amount needed 
was then only 1-2 times lower than the amount required for isotope analysis of a 
solid sample using EA-IRMS (e.g. a filter paper trap after an ammonia diffusion 
procedure). Thus, bearing in mind the labour intensity of the SPME technique, the 
advantages were found to be too small for use in routine analysis. 
 
Purge and Trap 
The purge and trap (P & T) technique can be used to extract and concentrate 
analytes from a sample prior to analysis. The liquid sample is purged with an inert 
gas and the gas passed through an adsorbent, which ideally quantitatively traps the 
analyte(s). After trapping, the analytes are thermally desorbed and passed through 
a GC separation column before detection. Depending on the kinetics in the 
desorption step, a cold trap may be needed. The sensitivity when using P & T is 
directly proportional to the efficiency in the purging step and the time needed for 
quantitative purging is dependent on several factors, such as sample volume, KH, 
and purge flow rate. Off-line P & T makes it possible to process several sample 
tubes simultaneously, which increases sample throughput compared to dynamic 
headspace with a cold-trap, which has been described previously in this thesis. P 
& T has been used in carbon isotope analysis of different volatile organic 
compounds such as chloroform, benzene, toluene, tert-butyl ether, chlorinated 
ethylene and tetrachloroethylene (e.g. Beneteau et al., 1999 and Zwank et al., 
2003). 
 

In Paper III, a sulphonated styrene/divinylbenzene copolymer absorbent for P & 
T of ammonia was developed, and evaluated for its use with nitrogen isotope 
analysis. Again, ammonium was completely converted to ammonia in an aqueous 
matrix followed by purging of the sample and trapping onto the absorbent. The 
mechanism of trapping is the same as with the Nafion® coated SPME fibre 
described in Paper II, i.e. formation of an ammonium salt between the sulphonate 
groups in the absorbent matrix and the ammonia molecules.  
 

The measured isotopic value for ammonia was shown to vary largely. For a 
solution containing 10 µg N at 426 ‰, purged at 5 mL min-1, the measured 
isotopic ratio after desorption ranged between 278 and 410 ‰ (n=3). The amount 
thermally desorbed ranged between 3.6 and 6.0 µg N for the tubes. After thermal 
desorption, another 0.1-0.6 µg N was eluted with acid. The amount not recovered 
(3.7-5.8 µg N) was probably not trapped, but passed through the tubes during the 
trapping procedure, a phenomenon which could partly be described by the 
residence time in the adsorption tubes being too short for all ammonia to diffuse 
onto the adsorbent coating on the tube wall. However, an alternative explanation 
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for the poor recovery is that the number of adsorption sites was insufficient for the 
number of ammonia molecules present in the sample.  
 

The most important factor determining the measured isotopic ratio was the 
efficiency of the desorption step. A temperature of 300 °C was needed for the 
desorption process and efficiency was not increased by increasing the time from 
20 to 30 minutes. There was a linear relationship between the proportion of 
ammonia which was not thermally desorbed (undesorbed/total amount trapped (= 
x)) and the measured isotopic value (y= -1107 · x + 419, R2 = 0.94). A quantitative 
desorption was then estimated to give a value of 419 ‰, which is very close to the 
true isotopic value. Zwank et al., (2003) report a similar phenomenon with non-
quantitative desorption when studying 13C in different organic substances. 
However, the kinetics for their system were much faster and increasing the 
desorption time from 30 to 60 seconds, eliminated this effect.  
 

The very large influence of the undesorbed ammonia fraction on the measured 
isotopic ratio makes this method difficult to use. Further investigations are needed 
in order to diminish the memory effect. Nevertheless, since the sensitivity is 
directly proportional to the efficiency in the purging step, the P & T technique is 
an attractive technique. For different organic groundwater contaminants, it was 
shown to lower the detection limits by more than 4 orders of magnitude compared 
to liquid on column injection (Zwank et al., 2003). In principle, the P & T 
technique has the potential to be used for samples containing below 1.0 µg N (the 
detection limit when analysing ammonia on the instrument used), which is lower 
that any method available today.  

 
Summary of the Different Methods for Ammonium 
None of the three different techniques described in Paper I-III have previously 
been used for determination of 15N in ammonium. However, all these techniques 
have been successfully used for determination of δ13C in organic compounds in 
aqueous matrices. In principle, there are three reasons for the increased difficulty 
when analysing ammonium: (i) Larger equilibrium isotopic fractionation for the 
ammonia molecule between liquid and gas phases and larger kinetic fractionation 
during evaporation than for organic compounds. (ii) Ammonia has a higher KH 
than organic compounds, which is disadvantageous for all three techniques 
discussed. At 25 °C, ammonia shows a KH of 1300 compared to 3.7 for toluene. 
(iii) Method development is more straightforward for organic compounds for 
which commercial materials are available for use with the SPME and P & T 
techniques since the different procedures have already been optimised. At present 
there are no commercially available materials suitable for absorption/trapping of 
ammonia with the SPME and P & T techniques. 
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Glycine (Paper IV) 
Glycine has often been used as a model amino acid in different N cycling studies 
such as plant uptake (Näsholm, et al., 1998) and also in pool dilution experiments 
(Barraclough, 1997). Nitrogen isotope analysis of the protein-bound amino acids 
in soil released after acid hydrolysis has been performed with GC-C-IRMS (Ostle 
et al., 1999; Simpson, et al., 1999), but Paper IV of this thesis instead focuses on 
the free glycine pool, which is a potential nitrogen source for plants (e.g. Nordin et 
al., 2001; Näsholm, et al., 1998). 
 
Purification and Pre-concentration 
Prior to derivatization of a sample for amino acid analysis, the sample generally 
requires some kind of purification to remove potentially interfering species such as 
proteins. In addition, pre-concentration may also be necessary, as in the case of 
δ15N analysis of free glycine in a soil extract (Paper IV). 
 

A cation exchanger is commonly used for isolation of amino acids from a liquid 
sample, e.g., a protein hydrolysate (Odham and Bengtsson, 1987). After 
acidification of the sample, neutral and anionic species are passed through a 
column packed with the cation exchanger, while the amino acids and other 
cationic species are retained and later eluted. Aqueous ammonia is commonly used 
as the eluent, and desorbs the amino acids by a combination of cation exchange 
and increasing pH, which makes the amino acids neutral or anionic. Nowadays, 
the commercial solid phase extraction (SPE) cartridges are widely used, having the 
advantage of being user friendly with clearly written instructions. Another 
approach is to add an ion exchange resin to the sample which is then shaken, 
filtered, and finally the AA eluted. 
 

Different cationic exchangers have been reported to give variable recovery 
success for amino acids (Odham and Bengtsson, 1987) and should be evaluated 
before use. Recovery can also be affected by other species in the solution. 
Different soil types can have widely differing properties and a procedure used for 
one soil type may not meet the needs for another. The ion exchange procedure 
should also be checked for isotope effects. Hofmann et al. (1995) observed a –2‰ 
shift in the δ15N value for different amino acids in standard solutions when using 
an Amberlite cation exchanger. This shift was not found for glycine using a 
commercial cation exchange Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) cartridge (packing 
material of unknown source) in Paper IV.  
 

For soil hydrolysates, with high concentrations of Fe and Al, Amelung and 
Zhang (2001) obtained a low recovery of amino acids using an ion exchange 
procedure. They found that Fe and Al were tightly bound to the ion exchanger and 
made elution of the amino acids ineffective. By pumping an oxalate solution 
through the ion exchanger before elution, the metal ions were eluted by 
complexation and the recoveries of different AA during the subsequent alkaline 
elution were not significantly different from 100 %. 
 

For the soil water extract used in Paper IV, the recovery of spiked glycine was 
approximately 30 % when using a commercial cation exchange SPE cartridge, 
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while the recovery was not significantly different from 100% for glycine dissolved 
in deionised water. The high concentration of humic substances (HS) in the soil 
water extract was suspected to reduce the recovery. HS have a very complex 
chemical nature with large hydrophobic regions, as well as a number of functional 
groups, and there could be several mechanisms leading to the reduced recovery for 
AA. AA are known to adsorb to cation exchange resins by ion attraction as well as 
molecular adsorption (Odham and Bengtsson, 1987) and it is probable that the 
humic substances disturbed both mechanisms, with positively charged amino 
groups competing for the ionic sites and the more hydrophobic parts being 
attached through molecular adsorption.  
 

It has been shown that humic acids are both physically and chemically bonded 
to aminopropyl silica (Koopal et al., 1998) and by using an SPE cartridge packed 
with an aminopropyl weak anion exchanger prior to the cation exchanger, the 
humic content was reduced and glycine recovery was not significantly different 
from 100 %. 
 
Derivatization 
Amino acids are non-volatile and derivatization is therefore required prior to gas 
chromatographic separation. Some derivatization techniques used in GC analysis 
with other detectors (Blau and Halket, 1993) are directly compatible with the GC-
C-IRMS technique, whereas others are not. 
 

Both the carboxy- and amino-groups of the amino acids need to be derivatized 
and there several different derivatization techniques to chose from; silylation, 
esterification followed by fluoroacetylation, acetylation or pivaloylation and 
reaction with a chloroformate, usually ethylchloroformate (ECF) (used in Paper 
IV). As concluded by Hofmann et al. (2003) after a comparison and evaluation of 
all the above mentioned techniques with the exception of the reaction with ECF, 
none of the methods is universally suitable for all proteinogenic amino acids and 
the choice of method depends on the application. 
 

Derivatization techniques introducing a large number of carbon atoms such as 
trimethylsilylation (TMS) and, especially tert- butyldimethylsilylation (tBDMS; 
giving a C:N ratio of 12 for glycine), can lead to formation of CO if the 
combustion process is incomplete, resulting in interference with nitrogen (at m/z 
28) in the mass spectrometer. Furthermore, the large amount of CO2 formed 
during combustion will quickly deplete the oxidation column, and plug the cold 
trap. There is also a risk of overloading the separation column. TMS has been 
reported to give several derivatization products for some amino acids (Hofmann, 
et al., 1995), leading to incorrect isotopic estimates. The silylated derivatives have 
also been reported to be stable only for a short period of time (Hofmann, et al., 
1995), which can be especially critical in isotope analysis. 
 

Esterification followed by fluoroacetylation is a popular derivatization technique 
since it enhances detection with organic MS because of the highly characteristic 
patterns in the mass spectra. It has successfully been used for isotope analysis of 
both carbon (Silfer et al., 1991) and nitrogen (Macko et al., 1997) in amino acid 
enantiomers. However, for GC-C-IRMS, fluoro-compounds are known to 



irreversibly damage the oxidation column by formation of very stable metal 
fluorides (Meier-Augenstein, 1997). Instead, esterification can be followed by 
acetylation and pivaloylation, producing derivatives which are totally compatible 
with GC-C-IRMS analysis (Metges, et al., 1996; Metges and Petzke, 1997). While 
acetylation is the most common technique, pivaloylation was shown to give 
derivatives with better chromatographic separation on apolar stationary phases 
(Metges, et al., 1996). However, irrespective of the which procedure is used for 
acetylation, during the esterification process the N atom in the side groups of 
glutamine and asparagine is lost, converting them to their respective acids. As a 
result, the measured isotopic values are mixed values from glutamine/glutamate 
and aspargine/aspartate. 
 

The reaction of amino acids with ECF (in presence of ethanol and pyridine) to 
their respective N(O,S)-ethoxycarbonylethyl esters (Figure 7) is directly 
compatible with GC-C-IRMS analysis. It was reported for the first time fairly 
recently (Husek, 1991a; b) and has also been used for amino acids and organic 
acids simultaneously (Husek, 1995). The derivatization is a one-step procedure 
and high yields are reported for most amino acids. It also introduces a low number 
of carbon atoms (5) to the derivative. Very recently, Sacks and Brenna (2005) took 
nitrogen CSIA a step further when they used the ECF reaction for site-specific 
δ15N analysis of polynitrogenous amino acids following enzymatic or acid 
hydrolysis. 
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Figure 7. The ECF derivatization scheme. 
 
Glycine is one of the simplest amino acids to derivatize, with high yields reported 
for all the techniques described above. ECF was used in Paper IV for 
derivatization of glycine due to its simplicity and also because of the small number 
of carbon atoms introduced. Nordin (1998) suggests that amino acids other than 
glycine should preferably also be included in plant uptake studies since glycine 
has only been found to be the dominating amino acid in alpine soil. The ECF 
derivatization technique can be used for all amino acids found in proteins except 
arginine, for which the imino group remains untouched during derivatzation and 
consequently the molecule does not elute from the gas chromatographic columns 
used for amino acids (Husek, 1991b). Hence, the use of ECF makes it possible to 
extend the method in Paper IV to also cover other amino acids present in soil. By 
using the optically active menthyl chloroformate for derivatization, separation of 
amino acid enantiomers was possible (Domergue et al., 1993).  
 

Another aspect to keep in mind when derivatizing for GC-C-IRMS analysis is 
the relatively high detection limits compared to other gas chromatographic 
detectors, such as FID, electron capture detection (ECD), and conventional 
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organic MS. Standard derivatization procedures are generally scaled for the 
amounts needed for detection with other techniques and their capacity might 
therefore be insufficient for the amounts required in GC-C-IRMS. As an example, 
the ECF procedure described by Husek (1991b) for FID detection is not 
recommended for use with samples containing more than 100 µg of amino acids 
(≈ 0.7 µmole) in total, giving a molar ratio of ECF to amino acids of 
approximately 75:1. The ECF procedure of Husek (1991b) is therefore only 
suitable for preparing samples for analysis by GC-C-IRMS if one or possibly two 
amino acids are to be derivatized and no other reagent-consuming compounds are 
present in the sample. For the derivatization of glycine in Paper IV, the quantity of 
reagents was increased to enable analysis of up to approximately 14 µmoles 
(assuming a 75:1 ratio to be the lower limit). The low recoveries obtained for most 
amino acids following different derivatization techniques applied to standard 
amino acid solutions reported by Hofmann, et al. (2003) can probably be 
explained by the low molar ratio (< 30:1) between the limiting reagent and 
analytes. 
 

Kinetic isotopic fractionation can occur during the derivatization procedure, if 
one of the reagents reacts non-quantitatively. However, in nitrogen analysis, an 
isotopic fractionation can occur only if the analyte reacts non-quantitatively, since 
the reactions involve no incorporation of nitrogen from the reagents. When using 
optimal derivatization conditions, the reagents should be present in excess of the 
compound(s) of interest and the reaction should proceed to completion, or at least 
close to completion. In 13C analysis, the risk of kinetic fractionation is larger, due 
to incorporation of carbon from the reagents. Rieley (1994) discussed these 
effects, as well as showed calculations of how to get the true 13C value from 
derivatized compound.  
 
Separation 
Baseline separation of chromatographic peaks is critical in GC-C-IRMS in order 
to obtain high precision isotopic ratios. Complex curve fitting procedures have 
been successfully applied to separate unresolved peaks mathematically (Goodman 
and Brenna, 1994), but these procedures have yet to be incorporated into 
commercially available software packages for interpretation of IRMS 
chromatograms. 
 

The properties of the separation column are the most important determinants of 
peak resolution quality, and as a rule of thumb the polarity of the separation 
column should be similar to the polarity of the analytes. Furthermore, the 
temperature program and the gas flow rates should be adjusted and optimized for 
the application in question. Also, a retention gap can be used to focus the analytes 
after injection to give sharper peaks. 
 

The solvent in which the analytes are present will quickly consume the oxygen 
present in the oxidation column and also plug the cold trap when injected into a 
GC-C-IRMS system. Hence, the carrier gas flow is directed towards an FID 
through a switchable valve at the beginning of each run (see Figure 3). Deng et al. 
(2004) used SPME for extraction of amino acids derivatized with a chloroformate 



prior to GC-MS analysis. It was unclear if the SPME extraction per se resulted in a 
lower detection limit compared to normal solvent injection, but this approach is 
nevertheless interesting for GC-C-IRMS analysis since it completely avoids the 
injection of a solvent. 
 
 

Isotope Dilution Mass Spectrometry 

Isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) is a technique based on addition of a 
spike (a compound with known concentration and isotopic composition) to a 
sample containing the same compound (of different isotopic composition), 
followed by measurement of the isotopic ratio in the mixture. IDMS is 
conventionally used for high precision quantitative determinations by measuring 
the isotopic ratio in the sample before and after addition of the spike and is 
considered to be a primary method of measurement (Berglund, 2004). Briche et al. 
(2000) used the IDMS technique when establishing new reference materials for 
ethanol, using GC-C-IRMS for determination of δ13C. 
 

The ratio between the amounts of the native (x) and spike (y) can be expressed as: 
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where Rx, Ry and Rm are the isotopic ratios of the native compound, spike and 
mixture, respectively (i.e from Colby et al. (1981)). 
 

IDMS can also be used to measure the isotopic ratio in a compound, provided 
the concentration is known (measured by an independent technique), an approach 
that can be used if the analyte concentration is not high enough for isotopic 
measurement. The ratio of the analyte in the native pool, Rx, can be calculated 
after a rearrangement of Eq 9: 
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With an additional step in the analytical procedure, the total measurement 
uncertainty is increased. Uncertainty budgets for the IDMS technique can be 
calculated according to Kragten (1994) and Briche, et al. (2000) to get an 
indication of the parameter(s) limiting the total uncertainty. Generally, the 
precision obtained is not sufficient for natural abundance studies, but well suited 
for tracer studies. 
 

In Paper IV this approach was used to extend the working range for the nitrogen 
isotopic ratio estimate of free glycine in a soil extract downwards. It was shown 
that the nitrogen ratio of the native glycine pool could be estimated with a relative 
uncertainty in the AP value of between 3 and 15 %. The precision obtained is 
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generally higher than the precision obtained with conventional GC-MS and the 
technique can also be used for lower enrichment levels. 
 

The uncertainty in the measured Rm was generally the source dominating the 
uncertainty in Rx. Also, the uncertainty in the estimation of the very low native 
amount of glycine (x, by HPLC) made a substantial contribution to the total 
uncertainty. Clearly, by minimizing the measurement uncertainty, a more precise 
Rx value will be obtained. For a specific application, an approximate uncertainty 
can be calculated to evaluate if the precision is sufficiently high for the 
experiment, even without performing any laboratory experiments. 
 
 

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives 

During recent decades, the use of nitrogen isotopes in different tracer studies, as 
well as in natural abundance studies, within ecological research has been 
increasing. This is due to the development of automated high precision continuous 
flow IRMS instruments, which have extended the working range downwards, as 
well as increased the sample throughput. This thesis is mainly focused on sample 
preparation for the analysis of specific nitrogen compounds, namely ammonium 
and glycine, from soils prior to compound specific isotope analysis by GC-C-
IRMS. Their very low concentration in soils has been shown to constitute the 
largest problem for analysis. 
 

For ammonium analysis, three alternative methods have been presented. The 
direct equilibrium headspace method (Paper I) is easily performed with today´s 
commercially available GC-C-IRMS systems and showed high precision in the 
isotope analysis. The sensitivity with the experimental settings tested in Paper I 
was not sufficient for most soil extracts, but with some modifications, including a 
large-volume injector and a cold trap, it can potentially be used for solutions 
containing N in the low mg L-1 range. The use of custom-made SPME fibre 
coatings for ammonia (Paper II) slightly increased the sensitivity compared to the 
direct headspace technique, but at the expense of precision. In addition, the 
Nafion® fibre used for absorption showed a memory effect which affected the 
measured isotopic value of the next sample. The P & T technique also showed a 
memory effect during desorption. In addition, the measured isotopic ratio was 
largely affected by the size of the memory effect, an effect which was difficult to 
control.  
 

The development of new materials for use in sample preparation for isotopic 
ratio measurements is not straightforward. Memory effects (found for Nafion® in 
Paper II and the sulphonated sty/DVB copolymer in Paper III) and isotopic 
discrimination are two phenomena which can occur. Further research is needed 
regarding suitable materials for the preparation of samples for ammonium 
analysis. SPME and P & T are two techniques which are of particular interest for 
use with GC-C-IRMS, since it does not involve injection of a solvent and at the 
same time accomplishes a pre-concentration of the analyte(s).  
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Due to the relatively simple procedure and the inexpensive equipment used in 
diffusion of ammonia followed by EA-IRMS analysis, it is anticipated that this 
technique will probably attain dominance in the future. The problems reported 
when diffusing large sample volumes makes the detection limit of the EA-IRMS 
instrumentation critical. Successful attempts have been made to extend the 
working range for these types of instruments (Fry, et al., 1996), but 
commercialisation is needed for a general break-through. 
 

Also for amino acids, the nitrogen isotope ratio determination is limited by the 
low concentrations in soil samples. In Paper IV of this thesis, high precision 
estimates of isotopic ratios for glycine were possible for soil extracts containing 
only 3 µM (0.042 mg N L-1) as the native concentration, using a combination of 
sample pre-concentration and the isotope dilution mass spectrometry technique. 
The precision is not enough to be used with natural abundance studies, but with 
the use of a more sensitive instrumentation, which exists on the market, the IDMS 
step could probably have been omitted and the precision improved. IDMS can be 
used when the instrumentation, in combination with sample preparation is 
insufficient for the actual sample concentrations (Paper IV). A priori measurement 
uncertainty estimates can give information on whether or not the precision which 
can be obtained is sufficient for the specific application. 
 

Alongside improvements of IRMS instruments performed by different 
manufacturers, such as the introduction of GC-C-IRMS systems, there are also 
improvements which can be made in the laboratory. For example, two papers from 
1998 report significant improvements in chromatographic resolution when using a 
single capillary interface for oxidation by reducing band broadening (Ellis and 
Fincannon, 1998; Goodman, 1998). In nitrogen analysis, the designs of the 
reduction column and the CO2-trap are also important and could potentially be 
improved. 
 

The use of GC-C-IRMS will for sure also increase in the future, as the number 
of measurable analytes and hence the fields of application increase. However, for 
each analyte/matrix combination, the different sample preparation and analysis 
steps need to be carefully evaluated for isotope effects, as shown for ammonium 
and glycine in this thesis. 
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